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wavelength 632.8 nM) were applied, with each course consisting of
one-hour daily phototherapy for ten consecutive days. We assessed
the outcome by comparing brain images before and after the
intervention. The results showed that CCD in the pre-intervention
images was not evident in the post-intervention images. Postintervention images also revealed better perfusion in the non-CCDsided cerebellum. Unexpectedly, there appeared to be a relative
decrease in uptake within the left thalamus and bilateral frontal lobes.
Phototherapy was thus shown to induce prioritized redistribution of
cerebral blood circulation leading to activity-dependent neurologic
recovery.
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Abstract
Crossed Cerebellar Diaschisis (CCD) is considered a poor
prognostic factor in post-stroke recovery. We postulated that the
benefits of intravascular laser phototherapy in promoting brain
blood circulation might also facilitate simultaneous eradication of
CCD. Three courses of laser phototherapy (helium-neon laser with
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Introduction
Stroke causes great suffering and impairment of motor, sensory,
coordinative, speech, and cognitive functions. A combination of brain
stimulation and neurodevelopmental therapy can improve motor
function and structural connectivity [1]. Crossed Cerebellar Diaschisis (CCD) is a rare neurologic sequel that may occur after stroke. It
involves decreased blood flow and decreased metabolism in the cerebellum contra lateral to a supratentorial stroke [2] and indicates a
poor outcome [3]. CCD may manifest in either ischemic or hemorrhagic stroke, and can occur in any stage of stroke, though rarely in
the chronic stage. Complete recovery from CCD has rare reported.
Intravascular Laser Irradiation of Blood (ILIB) is an innovative
modality that has been applied in recent decades for various treatments, such as pain control [4], certain immunologic and rheumatologic disorders [5], and spinal cord injury with changes in biochemical
profiles [6]. ILIB has the advantage of allowing to increase perfusion
in the diaschisis areas, including basal ganglion, to enhance neurologic recovery, like cognitive function [1,7-9]. We were interested in determining where phototherapy could induce prioritized redistribution
of cerebral blood circulation leading to activity-dependent neurologic
recovery.
We report a case of a 52-year-old male with prior coronary artery
disease suffering from chronic stroke with CCD who was treated with
ILIB.

Case Presentation
The patient was a 52-year-old male with old history of coronary
artery disease who suffered from left limb weakness due to hemorrhagic stroke at the right middle cerebral artery territory 4 years
ago (in 2016). After craniectomy, he received regular rehabilitation
including physical and occupational therapy for 2 more years. Despite therapy, he still had weakness of the left limbs and spasticity.
The patient reported that wrist/shoulder extension of the affected
limb occurred while yawning, especially when his left upper limbs
was flaccid (Brunnstrom stage I in Aug. 2016). He visited our clinic,
where neurologic examination revealed decreased muscle strength in
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the left limbs as 2. Evaluation of spasticity revealed a score of 2 on
the Modified Ashworth Scale (MAS) in the left elbow extensor and
left knee extensor, and 1 in the left elbow flexor and left knee flexor.
He achieved maximum scores on the Mini-mental state examination
(MMSE) and Barthel index (BI). The brain perfusion scan with Tc99m Ethyl Cysteinate Dimer (ECD) brain perfusion study of single
photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) revealed no uptake
in the right frontoparietal junction, and decreased uptake in the right
striatum, right thalamus, and left cerebellum (Figure 1). The finding
of the left cerebellum was consistent with CCD, i.e., right vascular
event with reduced perfusion in the left cerebellum. Three courses of
ILIB were recommended. The protocol was performed using a Helium-Neon (He-Ne) laser device between Sep 27, 2019 and Dec 9,
2019. This protocol has been described in detail elsewhere [10].

complete recovery has never been reported in the literature. In the
treatment of the case presented herein, we wondered whether it might
be possible to eradicate CCD and enhance neurological recovery. The
outcome of treatment was much better than expected as, after ILIB,
there was evidence of increased uptake of pre-intervention CCD and
slightly increased non-CCD-sided cerebellum (Figure 1). The post-intervention SPECT showed decreased uptake in the left thalamus and
bilateral frontal lobe (Figure 2). Both of these interesting findings
could be attributed to prioritized redistribution.

Figure 2: Regional cerebral perfusion SPECTs before and after ILIB. There was decreased uptake in the left thalamus after ILIB. Simultaneously, a relative decrease in
uptake in the bilateral frontal lobe is noted.

Figure 1: Regional cerebral perfusion SPECTs before and after ILIB. The white to red
area indicates better perfusion than the blue and green area. As shown in left panel,
before ILIB, SPECT showed hypoperfusion in the left cerebellum area compared with
the right cerebellum. After ILIB, there was remarkably increased uptake in the left
cerebellum, and uptake even increased on the right side simultaneously. As shown
in the right panel, there was a relative decrease in perfusion in the left cerebellum of
Regional Cerebral Blood Flow (rCBF). Before ILIB, a relative decrease in perfusion
in rCBF in the left cerebellum (Green-blue) was noted. After ILIB treatment, left
cerebellum blood flow increased (Blue).

During the past 4 years of therapy, his muscle strength had not
changed at all. However, after completing three courses of ILIB, the
muscle strength of the affected side improved from 2 to 3-4.Spasticity also improved with MAS of the left elbow extensor/flexor: 1/1,
left knee extensor/flexor: 1/1. He also reported better sleep quality
and physical endurance. Brunnstrom stage progressed from stage I to
III-IV. Wrist/shoulder extension while yawning never happened after
ILIB. He achieved maximum scores on the MMSE and BI measured
as before. The post-intervention SPECT image showed remarkably
increased uptake in the left cerebellum (Figure 1), which had previously disclosed decreased uptake in the pre-intervention image. Unexpectedly, there was a relative decrease in uptake in the left thalamus
and bilateral frontal lobe (Figure 2).

Discussion
The occurrence of CCD indicates a poor outcome [3], which may
manifest in either ischemic or hemorrhagic stroke. It can occur in any
stage of stroke, though rarely in the chronic stage. CCD is rare and
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We believe that brain circulation priority should be highly determined upon vital brain areas, like brainstem. The ultimate purpose of
redistribution is to improve the crucial function of cerebellum, and
simultaneously to reduce the prosperity of the abundant blood supply
in the frontal lobe and thalamus, without causing any neural dysfunction of those areas. Our findings are consistent with a study conducted
on sheep, which found that during hypovolemic shock, redistribution
took place in the brain, i.e., decreased cortical cerebral perfusion occurred without changing the subcortical perfusion at all, indicating
that crucial neural functions required for survival are better protected
than higher cortical functions [11].
ILIB is an innovative treatment that has been used in recent decades for pain control, spinal cord injury, and stroke [4]. ILIB has
been recognized to promote microcirculation, and many studies have
shown various influences on hematologic, immunologic, and rheumatologic disorders [5]. Moreover, ILIB was found to change biochemical profiles in patients with spinal cord injury [6]. With respect
to ischemic stroke, ILIB has the advantage of inducing reperfusion
in the basal ganglion, which improves cognitive function [7-9]. We
speculate that ILIB promoted brain circulation, resulting in eradication of CCD as well as redistribution of blood flow from the frontal
lobe and thalamus to the cerebellum.
Regarding interventions for stroke, some studies showed if the patient received thrombolytic agents within the golden hour, CCD might
disappear [10,12]. In our patient, however, craniectomy minimized
the impact of hematoma, but it could not eradicate CCD. As shown in
figure 3, for ischemic stroke, injection of thrombolytic agents results
in earlier recovery of brain perfusion, and thus, CCD disappears in the
chronic stage; however, for hemorrhagic stroke, the mass effect
Volume 4 • Issue 1 • 012
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relieved by earlier operation could not prevent CCD formation.
Further study is needed to determine the precise mechanism by which
CCD forms after hemorrhagic stroke.
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Figure 3: Comparison of CCD development between ischemic and hemorrhagic
stroke in different treatment strategies. Some studies showed earlier application of
thrombolytic agents could decrease the possibility of CCD formation. However, craniectomy, the most common method of treating hemorrhagic stroke, is beneficial in
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Our patient once mentioned stretching of the affected limb occurred while yawning, a phenomenon termed Parakinesia Brachialis
Oscitans (PBO). This phenomenon occurred less frequently after his
muscle strength improved, with simultaneous improvement shown on
the post-intervention image, which might be due to the disappearance
of CCD contributing to improved self-control of theaffectedlimbs.
CCD and PBO have been shown to have similar neuroanatomic pathways because of the simultaneous occurrence of CCD and PBO [13].
A number of studies have investigated redistribution in brain circulation. A fetus study analyzed the relationship between fetal blood
flow and birth outcomes by measuring the blood flow of the umbilical artery and cerebral artery. The authors found a higher ratio contributes to higher risk of pre-term birth after comparing two arterial
index ratios, suggesting the redistribution of fetal blood flow impacts
fetal development [14]. An investigation of cerebral blood flow in
an extremely cold environment found that temperature change shows
regional differences which contribute to the redistribution of cerebral
oxygen delivery in response to thermal and hypoxic exposure [15].
With regard to thalamus perfusion in response to diabetic control, it
was found that change of blood sugar level in human subjects contributes to redistribution of cerebral blood flow in the thalamus [16].
We believe that the ILIB intervention caused neurologic recovery by
prioritizing redistribution of cerebral blood circulation.
In conclusion, CCD was diminished following treatment with
ILIB. In addition to the improvement in CCD, uptake in both sides of
the cerebellum improved in order to recover balance function, which
is governed by the cerebellum, and simultaneously decreased uptake
in the left thalamus and bilateral frontal lobes. We postulate that ILIB
alters brain circulation, thereby facilitating the eradication of CCD or
promoting redistribution. These findings highlight the importance of
brain SPECT images in monitoring neurologic recovery.
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